Wiring diagram and schematic diagram

Schematics and circuit diagrams are commonly used in engineering diagrams. You may have
heard them very often, but they vary each other slightly. Their targeted users or readers are
different, where schematics are widely used among advanced schematics viewers while the
circuit diagrams are friendly to beginners. With illustration of the differences between
schematic diagrams and circuit diagrams, you will be clear about diagram uses in identifying
the components of an electric system, tracing a circuit, or even fixing electrical equipment. A
schematic diagram focuses more on comprehending and spreading information rather than
doing physical operations. For this reason, a schematic usually omits details that are not
relevant to the information that it intends to convey and may add simplified elements to help
readers understand the features and relationships. An electronic schematic to electronics is
what a recipe is to a chef. It will tell you what ingredients to use and how to get the ingredients
arranged and connected. Instead of explaining the recipe with details, a schematic diagram is
used to depict the construction of electronics. On the following microelectronic device
schematic diagram, the symbols are connected with lines that show you how to connect the
components. The schematic diagrams are also used in many other fields, not just in electrical
systems. For example, when you take the subway, the subway map for passengers is a kind of
schematic, and it represents subway stations with dots. The chemical process can also be
displayed in a schematic diagram with symbols of chemical equipment. Circuit diagrams are
widely used for circuit design, construction, and maintenance of electrical and electronic
equipment. Circuit diagrams can be divided into two categories - pictorial circuit diagram and
schematic circuit diagram. Pictorial diagrams are much easier to understand than schematic
circuit diagrams. By connecting realistic electrical components with the wiring, a pictorial
diagram makes it easy and quick for viewers to identify the electrical components of a system
immediately without professional knowledge required. In some extent, circuit diagrams are
more practical-applied. A schematic circuit diagram represents the electrical system in the form
of a picture that shows the main features or relationships but not the details. In a schematic
circuit diagram, the presentation of electrical components and wiring does not entirely
correspond to the physical arrangements in the real device. If you want to understand a
schematic diagram, you are required to master the basic knowledge of electricity and physics
as well as internationally standardized symbols. Look at the parallel circuits below, you may
find that the battery is represented as two short lines, the lights are a circle with a cross inside,
and the wiring is displayed as a line. Electrical engineers mainly use this kind of circuit diagram
with unified circuit symbols. The following is a schematic circuit diagram of a semiconductor
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wires. Wiring diagrams show how the wires are connected and where they should located in the
actual device, as well as the physical connections between all the components. Unlike a
pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram uses abstract or simplified shapes and lines to show
components. Pictorial diagrams are often photos with labels or highly-detailed drawings of the
physical components. Most symbols used on a wiring diagram look like abstract versions of the
real objects they represent. For example, a switch will be a break in the line with a line at an
angle to the wire, much like a light switch you can flip on and off. A resistor will be represented
with a series of squiggles symbolizing the restriction of current flow. An antenna is a straight
line with three small lines branching off at its end, much like a real antenna. Browse
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Electronic devices and systems have schematics and wiring diagrams to assist in building them
and troubleshooting problems. The differences between the two are minor yet important. Every
electrical component, such as a resistor, capacitor and inductor, has a standard symbol used to
represent it in a circuit. Each component comes in a variety of packages, which differ in size,
shape and sometimes color. Think of the circuit symbol as a toy and the package as the box the
toy comes in. Schematics are symbolic representations of complete circuits or systems created
during the design phase. They show the function of the circuit or system. The schematics
reduce multipart components, or integrated circuits, into their sub-components so their role in
the circuit is easier to understand. Wiring diagrams, or layouts, illustrate the physical
connections, or wiring, between components. They are crucial to the assembly of the circuit or
system. Parts that are shown broken down into their sub-components, for the schematic, retain
their complete package format for the wiring diagram. To read a schematic, you need to
understand the symbols for various electronic components. It's also helpful to know how to
analyze the circuits to determine their function. Schematics often assign labels to parts based
on their type and arbitrary ordering on the schematic. For example, R stands for resistor; on a
schematic with numerous resistors, it might show the first resistor on the left-hand side of the
schematic labeled as R1. To read a wiring diagram, you need to understand the types of
packages available for different parts. For large-scale wiring diagrams, such as those for a
house, how-to books and other resources on installing electrical components provide symbols.
In some cases, the schematic symbol and the wiring diagram symbol are the same. Many wiring
diagrams also have a key that provides important information such as wire gauge and colors.
Wiring diagrams for circuits use the same labels as the schematic. Using the same example as
above, the wiring diagram includes R1 from the schematic but, instead of being on the far left, it
is depicted in the middle, which is its actual location on the circuit board. Michele Jensen
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